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Compressed air equipment
Transair   for vacuum networks

Pressure gauges
Manometer with shock absorber liquid and stainless steel case 

At www.rodavigo.netFamily: PneumaticsProduct: Transair Material

Flow rates adapted to the industrial vacuum level
Taking into account the specific behavior of vacuum networks (criticality of leaks and
pressure drops), Transair offers the necessary sealing and flow performance for installations
that use industrial vacuum.
Clean nets, maintenance savings
Transair aluminum tube guarantees clean air in the facilities, maintaining its level of purity
over time.over time.
The lateral disassembly of the tube allows regular monitoring of the cleanliness.
Easy and fast installation
All Transair components are instant connection: a single gesture is enough and your network
is installed.
A fully evolutionary network
Thanks to the system for removing the tube and its components, Transair networks
automatically adapt to your needs in vacuum applications.automatically adapt to your needs in vacuum applications.

The Transair program is available at:

- Instantaneous connection components, bypass flanges " fast installation ",
  valves, pilot valves, accessories.
-  aluminium tube.

Application examples:
 - packaging: packaging in vacuum foil
  - plastic industry: plastic injection, degassing, moulding.
 - agro-food: kneading, filling.
 - logistics: picking, handling, lifting, transport.
 - medicine, laboratory, electronics, printing. 

Product 216

Serie 22
Models: 2263 and 22100
Pressure gauges filled with buffer fluid (glycerin 99.7% USP-EP or silicone)
for assemblies in applications where the instrument is subject to vibration
or small blows that could destabilize the instrument. Are made with stainless
steel case (AISI 340) for ensure durability in highly corrosive environments.

Constructive characteristics
Nominal diameters in mm
Precision class
Box
Connection thread

Elastic element
MovementMovement
Viewfinder
Buffer liquid
Degree of protection

    or the entire scale, according to
AISI 304 stainless steel
BSP gas thread, conical gas
Special threads on request
Copper alloy
Copper alloy
> Polycarbonate> Polycarbonate
> 99.7% pure glycerin USP-EP or silicone

Technical characteristics
Ambient temperature: +5 - +60 Cº
Working temperature of the fluid:
Maximum +60 º
Storage temperature:
-10 a + 70 Cº

Options and accessories
- Tempered glass visor
or security stratified
- Chrome or nickel plated connections
- Compensation valve
of internal pressure in brass

Technical characteristics:
 - maximum permissible vacuum level

 - maximum service pressure
 - operating temperature

 - flow performance:

All components of the Transair range,
are guaranteed free of silicone.

98.7% of vacuum



Code Thread connection Bar scale

Code Thread connection Bar scale

Code Thread connection Bar scaleCode Thread connection Bar scale
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Pressure gauges

Pressure switches

Standard gas pressurization capsules

Pressure switches. F3 and K4 series

Execution with closed electrical contact

Execution for high pressures Execution for low pressures

Execution with open electrical contact

At www.rodavigo.net

Glycerin pressure gauges dorsal connection inox 100

Glycerin pressure gauges vertical connection stainless steel 100

Stainless steel vertical connection glycerine pressure gauges 63

Stainless steel glycerin pressure gauges 63

Family: Valves and instrumentation
Product: Pressure gauges
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Pressure switches
Pressure switches. F3 and K4 series

Flow regulators
Principle of flow regulating fittings

Legris flow regulating fittings guarantee the speed control of a pneumatic cylinder. Unidirectional,
these fittings regulate the air flow in the exhaust / supply direction by means of an adjustable restrictive
element and allow the flow bore of air in the opposite direction. According to the model, Legris flow
regulators are either cylinder or circuit mounted. However, the most stable and most precise flow
regulation (and consequently speed) is obtained by mounting them on the cylinder or as close as possible.
This avoids the elastic effect of compressed air in the pipes between the distributor and the cylinder.
The installation of flow regulating fittings on the cylinder is therefore the optimal solution.The installation of flow regulating fittings on the cylinder is therefore the optimal solution. The wide range
of Legris flow regulators provides an answer for each specific need of automated installations.

Technical conditions of use
Depend basically on the nature and thickness of the tube, the ambient temperature and that of the vehicle fluid,
as well as the quality of the materials that make up the fitting.

adjusting screws

lock nut lock

body

gaskets

clamping
washer

threaded base
Cylindrical threads according to NFE3-005 - ISO228-1 standards

At www.rodavigo.net

Code RegulationPressure Weight
Code Type Pressure

maximum
Regulation

Adjustable F3 pressure switches K4 adjustable pressure switches

Technical characteristics
Body: 27mm hexagonal
Maximum dimensions (L long, H wide): P2 (30 x 65 mm),
M3 (48 x 78 mm).
Intervention precision: +/- 4% of the pressure at 20 ºC
Fixed value of hysteresis: to the membrane            to the piston
WWeight: 0.08 Kg

Technical characteristics
Body: 24mm hex
Maximum dimensions (L long, H wide): NC version (26 x 55 mm).
NA version (26 x 45 mm.)
Use temperature: -20 to 80 ºC
Communication frequency: 200 revolutions / minute
Intervention precision:Intervention precision: +/- 5% of the pressure at 20 ºC
Intervention point: adjustable by external screw
Fixed value of hysteresis: to the membrane            to the piston

Usable fluid
Service pressure
Operating temperature
Nature of
constituent materials

Max tightening torque of
flow regulators, BSflow regulators, BSP
and cylindrical metrics

compressed air
1 to 10 bar
0ºC to + 70ºC
Body: according to models - HR polymer - brass
Washer: stainless steel.
Nut: nickel plated brass
Locknut: Locknut: nickel plated brass
Threaded base: nickel plated brass
Gaskets: nitrile
Thread

Family: Pneumatics
Product: Pneumatic material
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Flow regulators
Flow control fittings

Pressure regulators

H.R. Polymer body
Brass screw with sealing gasket

Flow characteristics - inlet flow = 7 bar

7300 male BSP cylindrical, with instant connection

flow
output
(Pub)

flow
output
(Pub)

flow
output
(Pub)

Models Models

flow flow flow

Models

Pressure regulating fittings

At www.rodavigo.net

Code
Escape

Code
Feeding

Code
Bi-directional

Weight

Code
Escape

Code Weight

Code
Feeding

Code
Bi-directional

Weight

"Miniature" series: Escape Feeding

Bi-directional

"Compact" series:

Family: Pneumatics
Product: Legris pneumatic fittings



Product 122

Normal threaded connection
Mobile nut connection
Mobile male connection
Double protection and plug set
diesel (The diesel plug is fixed by screw X)

The length of the immersion tube (T =) is calculated, unless otherwise specified, including the
thread thread as indicated in the drawings. Ø d1 is normally 10mm (can be varied upon request).
When placing an order we need to know:
- The model: straight, 90º angular and 135º oblong
- The scale or graduation of the thermometer.
- Length of the immensor (T =).
- The pitch of the connection thread.
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Industrial Thermometers
Monobloc thermometer At www.rodavigo.netFamily: Valves and instrumentationProduct: Valves and taps

ROBUSTNESS AND PRECISION
All elements are interchangeable according to DIN 16181 and 16193 standards
o A precision instrument according to your needs
o The V-shaped box protects the thermometer against breakage
o Model reinforced and secured against shocks and vibrations by means of a support

Perfectly legible for its great visual angle.

Gold colored aluminum case.

Adjustable thanks to its locknut.

All connection types according to DIN or construction
special, in brass, or stainless steel.

Brass, or stainless steel for all pressures.

Normal Connections for HoodNormal Connections for Hood Thermometers

3 models:
Large: H = 200x30mm
Medium: H150x30mm
Small: Hx110x30mm
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Axial Valves
Axial valve

Code
FKM Gasket Weight

Code
FKM Gasket Weight

Code
FKM Gasket Weight

Code
RPDM Gasket Weight

Code
RPDM Gasket Weight

Code
RPDM Gasket Weight

4202 normally closed, double female thread, cylindrical BSP

4212 normally open, double female thread, cylindrical BSP

4222 double acting, double female thread, cylindrical BSP

Nickel-plated shot-blasted brass body
Control connection: thread 1/8 ”BSP cylindrical
Supplied with a silencer

Nickel-plated shot-blasted brass body
Control connection: thread 1/8 ”BSP cylindrical
Supplied with a silencer

Nickel-plated shot-blasted brass body
Control connection: thread 1/8 ”BSP cylindrical

At www.rodavigo.netFamily: PneumaticsProduct: Legris pneumatic fittings



Seat materials
and diaphragms

Union types

(2) These
diameters are
coupling
not the nominal ones

Ball Valves Control valves

Diam.
exterior

Inch. mm. Valve of
sphere

3-way
sphere valve

Sphere
"NIKE" valve

Retention
valve

Standing
valve

Vent
valve

Level
indicator
valve

T
indicator
level

Pressure
Reducer

2-3- way
solenoid
valve

Product 122
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Ball Valves
Ball Valves At www.rodavigo.netFamily: Valves and instrumentationProduct: Valves and taps

The high quality of FIP products allows them to be used in the most diverse service conditions.
There is no risk of contamination, since the plastics used by FIP in the molding of valves and accessories, ensure absolute chemical inertness. Indeed: no
react with the liquids transported, perfect safety when used with liquid foods, resist corrosive products and withstand the most diverse
physicals conditions.
The FIP range allows the selection of materials that meet your specifications: valves and accessories in PVC, PP, ABS, PVDF, and gaskets and packers in
FPM EPM, PTFE, Neoprene and NBR.
FIFIP is open to the new methodologies of Chemical Engineering and its techniques are therefore always at the forefront in plastics processing.
New materials are being investigated today, tomorrow we can supply them to you.

FOR EVERY APPLICATION
FIP valves and accessories are used worldwide in the most diverse application sectors. As an indication, we mention the main ones:
- General Chemical Industry. - Electroplating. - Food sector. - Industrial Textile. - Preparation of metals. - Water depuration. - Farming. - Transport and
liquid transportation. - General Industry.-Etc.



GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS:
A membrane valve is made up of 3 parts:
- A valve body.
- A membrane that separates the fluid from the mechanical part of the valve.
A head that can either be manual or automatic and when its mechanism is activated, the pad rests on the membrane and this, in turn, on the body seat,
thus reaching a total seal.

ADADVANTAGE:
The diversity of materials that constitute the body, as well as the different qualities of the membranes, allow to cover a wide range of products to be transported.
The advantage of membrane valves compared to seat or gate valves with metal closures resides in their tightness, which is ensured even with liquids containing
suspended particles or light crystallizations. On the other hand, since the head is isolated from the liquid circulating through the membrane, it does not need a
cable gland.

USE:
Can work at pressures up to 12 Kg/cm2 according to the characteristics of the liquid and temperature, and its use is indicated for all kinds of neutral fluorides or
corrosive, light or viscous. Each valve has its own plate containing the maximum limits of use.corrosive, light or viscous. Each valve has its own plate containing the maximum limits of use.
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Butterfly Valves
KV and KT series butterfly valves

KV and KT series butterfly valves

Membrane valves
ZUBI Membrane Shutoff Valves

At www.rodavigo.netFamily: Valves and instrumentationProduct: Valves and taps

KV SERIES  Product  122
Diameters from 50 to 500 mm. Hermetic
closing pressure up to 10 Kg / cm2.
Normal working temperature,
between -20°C and 90°C. Special seats
for temperatures up to 250°C. Possibility
of mounting between PN-10/16 andof mounting between PN-10/16 and
ASA-150 flanges. Interchangeable
butterfly and seat. Self-cleaning.
Minimal load loss. Easy to install no
gaskets required. Wide range of actuators
for quick and easy maneuvering.

APPLICATIONS
Due to its extreme robustness, the KV series butterfly valve
has become irreplaceable in the pipes of fire fighting
systems, pumping stations, seawater distillation plants,
the naval industry, sewage treatment plants, potable water
pipes, gas, etc. Moreover, and due to their easy installation,
they have been used in sprinkler irrigation systems andthey have been used in sprinkler irrigation systems and
filtration equipment in swimming pools.
The great versatility of construction materials means that
the KV series valves are the closing or regulating element
most used in any sector of the industry in general.
Universal application.

APPLICATIONS
Valves specially designed for industry
chemistry in general. The construction materials of the
KT series butterfly valve make it indispensable in
any type of installation where corrosion is the greatest
enemy, irreplaceable in petrochemical and
process. Suitable as a quick closing valve inprocess. Suitable as a quick closing valve in
tank trucks and containers for the transport of
chemical products.
Likewise, they have been applied in
food, cosmetics, pharmacy, etc.

MATERIALS
BODY:
Gray cast iron GQ-22
Rilsanized
BUTTERFLY: Stainless steel.
AISI-316 or steel
PTFE coated.PTFE coated.
AXLE: Stainless steel. AISI-316
SEAT: Rubber
synthetic coated with
PTFE.
BOARDS: Viton.

MATERIALS
BODY: Foundry
gray or nodular.
BUTTERFLY: Foundry
gray, nodular, stainless steel.
AISI-304 or bronce
AXLE: Stainless steel.AXLE: Stainless steel. AISI-304

SEAT AND SEALS: Hycar,
Neoprene, Silicone, Viton,
Hypalon, etc.

KT SERIES  Product  122
Diameters from 50 to 300 mm. Hermetic
closing pressure up to 10 Kg / cm2,
according to the working temperature.
Possibility of mounting between PN10 / 16
and ASA-150 flanges. Interchangeable
butterfly and seat. Self-cleaning.butterfly and seat. Self-cleaning.
Minimal load loss. Easy to install no
gaskets required. Wide range of actuators
for quick and easy maneuvering.

TYPE
Manual lever type "T"
(All open, all closed)
Manual lever type "P"
(Interlocking every, 15º)
DESCRIPTION
ICO-MAR actuated butterfly valveICO-MAR actuated butterfly valve
by means of a manual control lever positioner with fixing every 15º.
TYPE
"N" type double acting pneumatic actuator.
(All open, all closed.)
DESCRIPTION
ICO-MAR actuated butterfly valve
by means of a double-acting pneumatic cylindeby means of a double-acting pneumatic cylinder.

TYPE
Manual gearbox with "R" steering wheel.
(Interlocking in any position.)
DESCRIPTION
ICO-MAR butterfly valve actuated by
manual control gearbox by vis-endless.

TYPETYPE
“S” type electric servo motor.
(Interlocking in any position.)
DESCRIPTION
ICO-MAR butterfly valve actuated by
electric servo-motor.



OR65 membrane fabrication
with special measures

Orifice

Nº  holes

Orifice

Nº  holes

Orifice
Diametro Ø D
Nº  holes

Cutting of a membrane
Sketch dimensions
membrane Sketch dimensions

membrane

Quality
Natural rubber
Butyl rubber
Perbunan
Hypalon
Neoprene
VViton
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Membrane valves
Membranes At www.rodavigo.netFamily: Valves and instrumentationProduct: Valves and taps



Straight double female, BSP cylindrical thread

Straight male-female, cylindrical BSP thread

Straight economic series, universal ring connection

Code Weight

Code Weight

Code Weight
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Punch Valves
Principle of punch tapsAt www.rodavigo.netFamily: PneumaticsProduct: Legris pneumatic fittings

They are used in cases where perfect tightness in fluid regulation is necessary; laboratory instrumentation facilities; regulation; irrigation cooling
circuits; flow control in different industrial equipment; feeding, purging and emptying of oleo-hydraulic circuits, superheated water, compressed air, etc.

The Legris punch taps are very compact and can be connected very easily in any system thanks to the full range of different types of figures and
dimensions:
 - straight or on the elbow,
 - male or female threads, with universal ring.
  - of passage 2 mm to 10 m.

handle

clamping nut
from the stuffing box

top washer
from the stuffing box

Garrison
from the stuffing box

lower washer
from the stuffing box

body

pricker

locknut

Maximun working pressure:
Operating temperature:
Components: Body: Nickel-plated shot blast brass

Handle: zamac or nickel plated brass
Punch rod: nickel plated brass
Clamping nut for stuffing box: brass
nickel plated (except 0510)
Against nut: nickel plated brass
Upper and lower press washers-Upper and lower press washers-
tow: brass (except 0510)
Stuffing box seal: graphite asbestos



Double female thread

Male and female thread

Code
Weight

Code
Weight

device
drag

O-ring "O" ring
drag

board of
seat ball body of the

valve

nut of
blocking

O-ring "O" ring
compensation
wear

handle
fixing screw
of the handle
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Industrial valves
Principle of industrial valves. Universal series At www.rodavigo.netFamily: PneumaticsProduct: Legris pneumatic fittings

Legris industrial valves are ball valves: the active part that interrupts the
circuit is a perfect sphere. The closing-opening is done with a simple maneuver of the handle: “a quarter of
turn ”in the two-way valves, and“ half turn ”in the three-way valves.
Operation: the ball valve is a shut-off valve, in which, when closed, the oscillating ball is pressed on the
gaskets on the sides of the outlet. Although the inlet pressure increases, the sealing is always absolute.
Its limit is in the resistance of the materials used; although before it would be observed an alteration of the
seals and a deformation of the valve bodseals and a deformation of the valve body.

The ball or sphere: oscillating and balanced, is held on each side by a seat gasket; the self-sealing of the
circuit in the valve is ensured by the action of two complementary wear compensation joints.

The towing device: The drag device: ends in a square axis that penetrates the sphere. The tightness of this
assembly is ensured by an O-ring, also called a "O" drive ring.

To meet the requirements of the industries, 3 series complete the universal series:
- Lightweight series, for low pressure applications
- Fluoropolymer series, - Fluoropolymer series, for common applications and with limited maximum pressure
- Stainless steel series, for corosive fluids and aggressive environments.

Technical conditions of use
Service pressure:
Operating temperature:
Nature of materials
constituents:

Max. tightening torque of
universal series valves:

20 to 40 bar depending on model
from -20ºC to + 80ºC
Body: brass
Ball: mirror polished brass nickel plated
Pulling device: brass
Lock nut: brass
Seat gasket: rilsan graphiteSeat gasket: rilsan graphite
Drive joint: nitrile
Wear Compensation Gasket: Nitrile
Thread

Thread



towing device

device gasket
drag

seat gasket body ball screw fitting

handle

o-ring

Code Weight

Code Weight

Code Weight

Code Weight

* models with the CE inscription

Male double thread

Steel locking rings and nuts

Thread with two bicone fittings

4832 double female thread, 3 pieces of side removal
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Industrial valves
Straight industrial valves

Stainless steel industrial valves

Stainless steel series valves allow numerous corrosive
fluids to be carried and resist aggressive environments.
With full bore, due to their "3-piece" design, they offer
the possibility of lateral dismantling that greatly facilitates
all maintenance operations, while simultaneously allowing
high pressures and temperatures, these valves adapt to
didifferent fields of application.

Pressure resistance and
serial valve temperature
4832 stainless steel

pressure bar

examples:
at 100ºC, PN 64 withstand 48 bar
     PN 40 withstand 30 bar
     PN 25 withstand 17 bar
For temperatures between 150º and 200º C, please consult us.

Nature of the constituent materials:
- body, ball, fittings, pulling device: steel
AISI 316 stainless steel
- lever, notched washer, lever stop:
stainless steel AS 304
- nuts, cable gland washer: AISI stainless steel
303303
- screw: stainless steel AISI 305
- seat gaskets, drive gasket, anti-friction washer: FE
- O-ring: FKM

Stainless steel series valves

At www.rodavigo.netFamily: PneumaticsProduct: Legris pneumatic fittings



The anti-return valve for all fluids, made of stainless steel ensures the flow
in one direction and blocks the flow in the opposite direction. Reliable and
small size, is a security element that is integrated into the perfect circuits
for all fluids. It is perfectly adapted for be used in harsh conditions, in stressed
environments important mechanical and chemical.

Operation: a stainless steel clapper closes the passage of the fluid leaning on
a seat when the pressure dia seat when the pressure differential is less than 0.25 bar, the threshold being
determined by the internal spring setting. Its implementation is carried out with
the help of a 6-sided flat wrench at the entrance of the circuit to be protected.

Technical characteristics:
operating pressure: 0.5 to 40 bar
operating temperature: -20ºC to + 180ºC

Model

FKM Board

Return spring
stainless steel 302 Shut-off valve

316L stainless steel

FKM Board

seal
from FKM

Steel body
316L stainless

Water flow at 6 bar
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Stainless steel industrial valves
AISI 303 stainless steel series valves

Pilot valves
Non-return valves, all fluids, stainless steel

At www.rodavigo.netFamily: PneumaticsProduct: Legris pneumatic fittings

Very compact, this series of stainless steel valves allows to transport numerous aggressive fluids,
at pressures not exceeding 20 bar.

nature of the constituent materials:
- body, ball, fittings, pulling device: AISI 303 stainless steel
- handle: nickel plated brass
- seat gaskets, drive gasket, O-ring: PTFE

Pressure and temperature resistance of
the valves series stainless steel 18/10

service pressure (in bar)

temperature in ºC

Code Weight

0465 female double thread



Code Weight

Code Weight

Code Weight

Code Weight

Male / female NPT models and other types of seals (nitrile, EPDM FDA) can be supplied on request.

4895 one-way, female - female, NPT

4892 unidirectional, female - male, cylindrical BSP

4891 unidirectional, male-female, cylindrical BSP

4890 unidirectional, female-female, cylindrical BSP
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Pilot valves
Non-return valves, all fluids, stainless steelAt www.rodavigo.netFamily: PneumaticsProduct: Legris pneumatic fittings




